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RAYMOND HANSON (1913-1976)
Sonata for flute and piano, Op.10
i Valse lento – Allegro – Moderato – Andante
ii Grave – Moderato – Tempo I – Valse lento – Adagio
iii Allegro giocoso – Presto
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GEOFFREY ALLEN (b.1927)
Watercolours – Suite for flute and piano, Op.12
i The small rain
ii Squalls
iii The princess and her frog go swimming
iv Dew points
v Fountains
vi Ondine crying
vii Floods in winter
viii Well wishing
ix All the white horses
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PHILLIP WILCHER (b.1958)
Blue glaze
i Andante espressivo
ii Andante
iii Brio
iv Allegro
v Moderato – Allegro con brio
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PHILLIP WILCHER
An idle voyce
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GEOFFREY ALLEN
Sonata for flute and piano, Op.56
i Allegro moderato – Andante – Tempo I
ii Adagio solenne
iii Allegro scherzando
iv Moderato – Allegro – Tempo I – Calmo
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MAY HOWLETT (b.1931)
Exhibits
i Mobiles
ii Veil VII
iii Electric mouse
iv Streeton’s noon
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ANN GHANDAR (b.1943)
Iridescences
i Glass birds
ii Transparent crystal
iii Glass flowers
iv Blue vase
v Blue fish
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PAUL PAVIOUR (b.1931)
Elstow suite
i Passacaglia
ii Meander
iii Scatter-brain
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THE IRIDESCENT FLUTE
The flute repertoire has come naturally to be dominated by a French style. The development by French makers
and players of the modern instrument, the consequent rise of great French virtuosi in the late 19th century
and the commitment of the Paris Conservatoire to new works for examination and competition are both the
engine and the proof of that. Instrument and style were synonymous, indeed; created for beautiful cantabile
and pearly virtuosity, the flute invites particular responses from composers such as Gaubert and Taffanel.
The 19th-century clarinet, however, deeper, with a lower compass and wider dynamic range, found its best
lyrical voice in Germany. The elegant, operatic virtuosity of Weber brought Italianate melodic shapes into a
satisfying sonata mould, and the two sonatas of Brahms remain clarinettists’ greatest friends and challenges.
Only the flute sonata by Reinecke convincingly inhabits this world.
Moving into the 20th century, French sonatas and illustrative pieces continued along the twin racks of lyricism
and fleet virtuosity, typified by Debussy, Poulenc, Milhaud, Jolivet and Ibert. Even such diverse figures as
Prokofiev and Martinu shaped their personal and national styles around the French model of flute playing. Their
sonatas urge players to sustain both sound and form with virtuosic intensity. Copland’s visions of great open
spaces, too, utilised the same gifts of the instrument in the Duo. In Britain, the clarinet sonatas of Stanford, and
later of Ireland, Bax and Howells took the German long-flighted melodies and open sonata forms to cultivate
visionary, elegiac pastoral landscapes. The flute has very little to stand with these works, since Reinecke’s
Undine sonata, and the much-loved sonatas of Poulenc and Hindemith do not attempt the same scale.
After Messiaen, the most notable flute music took its cue from his modes, his rhythms, his fascination with
nature and ethnography. Though he wrote only one work for solo flute with piano, Le merle noir is, musically,
one of the most significant works in the repertoire. Ethnic instruments such as the shakuhachi inspired

coloristic extension of the French sound, and Berio’s Sequenza demonstrated how far the instrument could
be stretched.
The flute, then, is blessed with a large catalogue of excellent character pieces in diverse styles and moods,
but a relative scarcity of large-scale works.
Australian composers have responded to the flute’s irresistible charm as enthusiastically as anywhere else.
Ross Edwards, Miriam Hyde, Anne Boyd, Brenton Broadstock and Andrew Ford have all contributed fine
works on a smaller scale, often reflecting Australia’s proximity to Asia. Carl Vine and Richard Meale have
both written sonatas that are played internationally. This recording introduces more music to a wider public.
The two extremes of bird-like virtuosity and meditative cantilena are both represented in this collection, but
we also include the first recordings of the first editions of two Australian sonatas.
Raymond Hanson’s Sonata for flute and piano is a welcome and distinguished addition to the catalogue but
also, arguably, finally a flute counterpoint to the clarinet sonatas of the 20th-century English Romantics. Born
in Sydney in 1913, Hanson was largely self-taught as a composer, though he later became a noted teacher
himself. Like Frank Bridge in Britain, Hanson initially courted unpopularity because of his uncompromising
individualism, but a generation later was dismissed as passé having eschewed serialism. His work is now
enjoying widespread reappraisal and is belatedly being published and recorded. The melodic contours are
also highly individual, supported by beautifully-nuanced harmony with supple rhythm and counterpoint. The
best work bears comparison with Bridge and Ireland, and Hanson shares with them considerable prowess as
a pianist. The piano part is superbly conceived, and with a piano and a violin sonata already behind him this
1941 work has great structural integrity too. Several of Hanson’s best songs also come from this fertile period,

when he served in the Army Education Corps after having his brief tertiary studies cut short by the outbreak
of war. The songs were perhaps good training in colour, mood and a deeply-felt and idiosyncratic lyricism.
Geoffrey Allen’s Watercolours is a 1989 suite of picturesque miniatures including solos for the flute
and, unusually, for the piano. Again, melodic and rhythmic mottos are freely adapted and recombined, in
a way recalling Poulenc’s compositional technique. Some movements approach the length of the Sonata
movements, while others are appealingly fleeting, particularly the solos. The work was intended to be
performed at a concert planned by the organisers as the climax of a conference on water resources at Curtin
University, Western Australia. Though the concert never eventuated, the context shaped the composition in
that all of the titles have some connection with water. Allen comments that “there is some attempt to write
impressionistically about the titles. The movement Fountains is an impression of the fountains in Kings Park,
their rising and falling, while Floods in winter was inspired by the sight of Lake Dumbleyung, where Malcolm
Campbell had made a world speed boat record attempt, when I passed by on a winter road trip to Kalgoorlie
via the south coast. All the white horses is obviously a reference to the sea with breaking waves, while
the first two movements have literary references, the mediaeval lyric The small rain and the Hans Christian
Andersen fairy tale of The princess and the frog.”
Phillip Wilcher’s first work in this collection is Blue glaze, a reference to delicate, lustrous blue Egyptian
faience. A simple pentatonic scale serves for each of five movements, and with a minimalist economy of
means subtle rhythmical and textural changes provide variety.
The second disc opens with Wilcher’s An idle voyce. Clearly a response to Ravel’s Pavane, it is the most
traditionally French flute piece, melodic and restrained. Wilcher was a pupil of Franz Holford and was

mentored by Miriam Hyde, who shares a more traditional idiom and clarity of texture. The title is from Samuel
Daniel’s dramatic poem The complaint of Rosamond, as a go-between advises Rosamond on engineering
an affair with the ageing Henry II: “Esteeme not fame more than thou doost thy weale, [for] Fame is but an
Echoo and an idle voyce.”
As well as being the publisher of all the music on this disc, under the Keys Press imprint, Geoffrey Allen is
a prolific composer. His Sonata for flute and piano was begun in 1994, but remained a stub for ten years,
when its composition was finally quickly achieved. It was first performed by Neil Fisenden, who, like his
father Owen, was principal flute in the West Australian Symphony Orchestra. Both have been mentors to
many Western Australian flautists. Allen is another autodidact, and has developed a highly-nuanced style,
with dense counterpoint woven like an Anglo-Saxon design needing endlessly flexible and inventive rubato.
Comparison is often made with the harmony and quirky melodic style of Delius, to which I would add the
similarity of a pronounced gentle melancholy.
Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an exhibition, is a long-time favourite of May Howlett. In Howlett’s own words,
Exhibits’ “inspiration was a set of rather bizarre paintings, and this idea caught my fancy. I imagined a
tribute to it as a collection of exhibits in a rather more whimsical mode. Music, for me, is often a pathway to
dreams of past or future. When my children were babies, we suspended Mobiles above them, tied to pram or
cot. Constant movement seems to be one of the indicators of our age. Veil VII – the mystery of what is behind
Salome’s seventh veil; our search for the unknown, or the arcane. Electric Mouse – the age of the robotic is
upon us! Purple noon’s transparent might is a transcendental painting by Australian Arthur Streeton. Viewers
hover like a bird over a golden landscape, illuminated by the midday sun in an azure sky, its rich blue echoed
in the river dividing the scene into the far distance. I often visited this painting as a student; its midday bell

peals in my imagination.” Streeton’s noon is the spacious musical tribute that resulted. May Howlett was
born in Perth, Western Australia and studied in Melbourne, and with Larry Sitsky in Canberra. She is also a
singer and actress, with a distinct theatrical flair in her writing. Howlett seeks to explore the more unusual
aspects of an instrument without straining for attenuated effects.
Ann Ghandar’s Iridescences reflects her recurring interest in the gentle, slender lyricism of the flute. Her
1976 Sonata (written as Ann Bright before her marriage) precede this 1998 suite, the same year as her
Birds in light rain for flute and piano. The titles reference different glass and ceramic objects, in another nod
to Asia, and their effect upon and in light. They are scintillating miniatures, highly coloured and deft as a
Japanese ink painting.
At the opposite end of the colour spectrum is Paul Paviour’s affectionately – and avowedly-English Elstow
Suite. Elstow, in Bedfordshire, is the village where the composer grew up, and the composer notes, no doubt
with some pride, that it was the birthplace of John Bunyan. Bunyan’s visionary meditations helped to define
the English sense of place and landscape, so it is appropriate that the suite is a series of reflections on the
landscape and its inhabitants. Paviour has had a long and distinguished career as a church musician and
champion of community music among other things, and the opening Passacaglia proceeds with the inflected
gravity of fine organ music. Meander probably reflects the winding streams that cut the meadow lands of
so much of low-lying Bedfordshire, but something about the exotic scales for the flute suggests that Paviour
had in the back of his mind the River Meander, Maiandros to the Classical Greeks, snaking its way east of
Miletus in modern Turkey. Scatter-brain is spirited and joyful, spiced by 5/8 asymmetricality and good humour.
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